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Yun chujiu suddenly frowned. Why did this black fog look like a nightmare aura? 

 

 

Wasn’t this the miasma area? 

 

 

How could there be a nightmare aura? 

 

 

Although Yun Chujiu was puzzled, she still continued to walk forward. Regardless of whether it was a 

poison aura or a nightmare aura, she would think about it after she got out. 

 

 

After walking for a while, Yun Chujiu noticed that the nightmare aura was getting denser. Could it be 

that the direction she was walking towards was the source of the nightmare aura? 

 

 

Looking at the increasingly denser nightmare aura and the cover of the Meng Yanshou, Yun Chujiu had a 

vague guess. Could it be that the so-called entrance of the dark continent was in this poisonous miasma 

area? 

 

 

No wonder the Meng Yanshou said that the people of the Yan clan could never return. This place was 

full of poisonous gas, and the people of the Yan clan indeed couldn’t enter. 

 

 



Just as Yun Chujiu was thinking, she found that there was indeed a black nightmare aura coming out 

from a cave in the distance, drifting away. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu’s heart skipped a beat. Previously, Meng Yanshou had said that it could establish a 

connection with the dark continent. What a load of crap! It turned out that Meng Yanshou had 

established a connection with the nightmare aura in this toxic miasma area. 

 

 

Yun chujiu walked to the hole and took a closer look. She saw that it was a hole that could allow one 

person to enter. It was so deep that one could not see the bottom. Nightmare Aura was constantly 

coming out from it. 

 

 

So, this was the barrier that should lead to the dark continent? No wonder the nightmare race could still 

cultivate nightmare qi in the far west. Although the amount of Nightmare Qi in this poisonous miasma 

area was small, it was better than nothing. 

 

 

When this fellow thought of this, bad water started to surface! 

 

 

If she blocked this place, wouldn’t the nightmare race be unable to cultivate nightmare qi anymore? ! 

Let’s see if they can still show off? ! 

 

 

The more this fellow thought about it, the more proud he became. Thus, he took out a large rock from 

his storage ring and covered the entrance of the cave tightly. 

 



 

“TSK Tsk, my little ninth alliance master is indeed the nemesis of the Nightmare Race! The nightmare 

race will no longer have the nightmare aura. They will definitely not dare to attack the human race 

anymore. The world will be at peace!” 

 

 

“Little Fairy, since the nightmare aura has been covered, let’s leave this place quickly!”The Nightmare 

Beast urged Meng Yanshou. 

 

 

“Curly hair, I haven’t settled the score with you yet! Previously, you said that you were in contact with 

the dark continent. What BULLSH * T is that? ! So it turns out that you are in contact with the nightmare 

aura here… Ah, help!” 

 

 

Meng Yanshou sighed. It knew it! This was great. It probably wouldn’t be able to return to its original 

form anymore! 

 

 

As it turned out, just as Yun chujiu was scolding Meng Yanshou, the stone that was originally covering 

the entrance of the cave was flipped over by a wave of air. Moreover, there was a huge suction force 

from within, and unlucky nine was sucked in.. 

 

 

After an unknown amount of time, unlucky nine fell on her butt! 

 

 

When this fellow opened his eyes, he saw that she seemed to have fallen into a huge bird’s nest. There 

was a blood-red full moon in the sky. No matter how he looked at it, it looked extremely demonic. 



 

 

“Hey, curly hair, could it be that I’ve been teleported to the dark continent?” 

 

 

“Little Fairy, I told you not to enter the poison miasma area, but you didn’t listen. I told you to leave 

quickly, but you didn’t listen. Now, it’s fine! “The people of the dark continent’s Meng Yanshou have all 

left. This place is now filled with Nightmare Beasts. Just wait for your death!”The Nightmare Beast said 

unhappily. 

 

 

“You curly hair, you still want to teach me a lesson? ! You’ve provoked me, so I’ll confiscate your speech 

book. I’ll let you have so much free time that you’ll bang your head against the wall!” 

 

 

“Little Fairy, a peerless beauty, a stunningly talented little fairy. I was just joking with you just now! 

You’re so powerful, how could those Nightmare Beasts be your match? ! We can definitely leave this 

place.” 

 

 

Although the Nightmare Beast said that, it felt as if it had seen a ghost in its heart! Meng Yanshou’s 

heart was filled with regret! Damn it, if it had known earlier, it would have obediently become the 

Nightmare Race’s sacred beast. At least it would have been able to look at those people’s dreams. SOB, 

sob, regret for ten thousand years.. 

 

 


